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Security Questions and Unisys Answers
Can’t architect a plan to save money and control budgets, like extend your datacenter into multiple cloud
environments? We can show you how to migrate your
infrastructure in a systematic way as well as manage
and secure them like they are in your own datacenter.
Can’t get reassurance about the privacy and security
of your virtual machines in private or public clouds?
We can show you how Stealth(cloud) can protect every
machine connected to your cloud environment.
Can’t get a realistic sense of costs to migrate to
more efficient platforms? Our trusted advisors moves
your business towards a secured state today and
architect a plan, including resource requirements,
across your distributed infrastructure.
Can’t proactively identify intruders on your network?
We can provide the latest threat defense and prevention
through our extremely efficient service delivery capabilities.
Can’t extend the security within your datacenters out
to mobile applications and devices? We can show you
how Stealth(mobile) can secure specific applications for
that same security provided on the network.
Can’t protect IP or customer data from being stolen
by an insider or outsider? We can show you how to
micro-segment your key assets.
Can’t meet and maintain industry and governmental
regulatory compliance efficiently? We can show you
what QSA’s are suggesting to their customers to use
Stealth to reduce the scope of compliance audits.
Can’t isolate vendors and contractors on your
network from other assets? We can show you how
to isolate those people to only those assets they are
connected to.
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Trusted Partners for Managing Your
Global Security Risk
Protecting your business data against sophisticated and financially
backed cyber criminals and managing security compliance
regulations is hard to do and getting harder. Unisys’ strategic
consultants provide executive advisory services with real world
experience by people that have sat in your seat and lived
your security challenges so you can move forward with your
operational initiatives.
Our strategic approach allows you to secure your data today while
moving to more efficient security in a systematic way, not a future
idealistic security state. We have extensive experience delivering
results that our customers’ mission critical environments require
from with the best defenses against advanced threats to Electronic
Discovery Reference Model [EDRM] and eDiscovery plans to ensure
you are prepared for litigation or impact of a breach.
We work with our clients to architect your infrastructure to reduce
their attack surface for the lowest risk, maintaining efficiencies,
managing your company products as you grow, efficiently meeting
regulatory mandates and managing security over your global supply
chain including mergers, acquisitions and divestitures.

Why Unisys?
With enterprises now needing to unify their physical and logical
defenses to remove gaps, Unisys is a perfect partner. We honed
an elite team of consulting experts that bring real-world experience
to solving all of our clients’ security problems.

 Incident Response. Combined fast reaction forces by security
experts, and recovery management in case of a network
breach with proactively resilient systems implementations
and incidence response legal plans.

Award Winning Security Solutions:
EFFICIENT MANAGED
SERVICES

ADVANCED PRODUCTS
LOGICAL
 Stealth(core)

 SIEM

 Stealth(cloud)

 Endpoints

 Stealth(compute)

 Firewalls

 Stealth(mobile)

 Applications

 Systems Integration. We provide industry specific expertise
with infrastructures like yours to save time and money on
implementing security solutions that work and best prepare
you against security attacks.

 Assurance

PHYSICAL

The most effective security threat prevention solutions starts
with determining where your business is managing risk well
and where you need better protection to reduce your risk.
Our world class professional services consultants are our
clients’ trusted advisors for comprehensive and battle-tested
risk management for their IT network and physical infrastructure to
ensure the best security for your business.

 GRC

 LPSS

 Threat Analysis

 Identity Management

 Data Loss Prevention

 Image Processing

 Video/Image Management

 Fraud Detection

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
TECHNICAL

STRATEGIC

 Testing

 CISO Advisory

 Incident Response

 Security Assessments

 Architecture

 Security Planning

“Unisys provides a security solution that is simple and easy
to deploy and manage with limited disruptions, making it a
precise fit for critical infrastructure protection.”
Frost & Sullivan, 2015

 Systems Integration

Award Winning Security Solutions for:
“Unisys Stealth™ not only strengthens data security but
also enables effective controls for endpoint access.”
Frost & Sullivan, 2015
 Strategic Consultants. We secure our clients’ data today
while moving customers to a more efficient security program,
not some future idealistic state. Our trusted advisors provide
executive advisory services on security, compliance and
strategic planning, securing mobile devices - managing risk
while meeting corporate mandates to reduce IT budget.
 Technical Consultants. Both for incident and non-incident
related security we do vulnerability and threat assessments
but also e-discovery forensic data analysis, traffic flow
analysis for network slowdowns, old legacy application
security, to EDRM for litigations.

Cloud Security

Regulatory Compliance

Enterprise Security

Micro Segmentation

Endpoint Protection

Access Control

IoT Security

Identity Management

ICS/SCADA Security

Video/Image Security

Data Center Consolidation
It’s time to try a fresh approach to your security, from a
provider that’s already solved many of the problems you face
today. To get more information or to schedule a discussion and
demonstration, please contact your Unisys sales executive or
click on www.unisys.com/security to get started.
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